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Plate X.1 |

This section discusses Plates used with Offset Presses.

You must set up a Plate service in the category type “Plate”.

Creating a Category Type “Plate”
.  You can create a “Plate” category under any service department, such as “Printing” and 

“Prepress”.

. Printer’s Plan allows only one “Plate” category. If one already exists in your setup, you will 
not see the “Plate” option in the New Category window.

To create the Plate category (if you do not have it already):

            

1 Click Service Settings.

2 Select a Department in which  
 you want to create the “Plate”   
 category.

3 Click Add Category.

4 Select “Plate” and click OK.
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Setting Up a Plate Service
A sample Plate service setup:

         

How Printer’s Plan uses the “Plate” Service in a Job
If the Press used in an Item has been assigned a default plate, Printer’s Plan automatically 
calculates the required number of plates based on the following factors:

. Number of sides, number of up, and number of ink colors (from Paper Specs window  
in the Item),

. Printing Method, such as “Work and Turn” and “Signature”, (from Paper Specs window  
in the Item), and

. Colors/Pass property of Press (from Press setup window).

Be sure the Category type is 
plate. this enaBles printer’s 
plan to ensure the item of a 
JoB is assigned the CorreCt 
numBer of plates.

Caution: in the Quantity 
field, you must select one of the 
following two options only:

•    Plates 
•    ---not used---

(see the explanation for the  
“---not used---“ option later in 
this section.)
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note:

• in an item, you can change the number of assigned plates in the plate 
specs window.

                 

                                                                                                             Jobs | Job Window | Item Specs Window

• to reduce the number of plates required by printer’s plan, see “about 
the ‘---not used---‘ option in the plate Window”.

In addition to calculating the plate charges in an Item, Printer’s Plan uses the number of plates 
to also calculate the:

I. Setup time for the press, and

II. Number of Setup Waste sheets.

These calculations are explained below.

I. Calculating the Press Setup Time in an Item

Total Press Setup Time = Setup Time/Plate * Number of Plates

To calculate the Setup Time per Plate in an Item, Printer’s Plan uses the information from the 
following fields:

A. Either (a) or (b):

a) If the Press used in the Item is set up as “Use Setup and Run Tables (ignore Paper 
Properties)”, then Printer’s Plan reads the setup time from the Setup Table of the 
Press Window.

douBle-CliCk to open 
plate speCs WindoW.

plate  
quantity 
WhiCh you 
Can Change.
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 Services | Press Setup Window

b) If the Press used in the Item is set up as “Use Paper Properties + Setup Table”,

                             

  Services | Press Setup Window

then Printer’s Plan reads the setup time from the Time field of the Paper Window.

Press

press set up as:
setup time 
per plate

Press

press set up as:
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                                                                        Services | Paper Setup Window

B. If there are printing difficulties applied to the Item, then the corresponding Setup   
 Time/Plate from the Difficulty Table of the press is also added to the setup time   
 calculated in (a) or (b) above. (For more information on the Difficulty Table, see    
 “Difficulty Table” section in this chapter.)

            

 Services | Press Setup Window | Difficulty Table (Diff. Table)

II. Calculating the Setup Waste in an Item

Total Setup Waste = Setup Waste/Plate * Number of Plates

To calculate the Setup Waste per Plate in an Item, Printer’s Plan uses the information from the 
following fields:

A. Either (a) or (b):

a) If the press assigned to the Item is using the Paper’s Waste properties or a Waste 
Table row, then Printer’s Plan reads the setup waste from the Setup (sheets) 
column of the Waste Table.

Paper

setup time
per plate
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If press Waste… field looks like one of the following,

 `               or    

then Printer’s Plan looks at this column.

          

 Services | Paper/Press Setup Window | Waste Table

b) If the press used in the Item is assigned “Use following Waste Properties:” in the 
Waste… field, then Printer’s Plan reads the setup waste from the Setup (sheets) 
field of the press.

                            

                                                                                                      Services | Press Setup Window | Waste… Field

B. If there are printing difficulties applied to the Item, then the corresponding Setup   
 Waste from the Difficulty Table of the press is also added to the setup waste    
 calculated in (a) or (b) above. (For more information on the Difficulty Table, see    
 “Difficulty Table” section in this chapter.)

                                   additional setup Waste per plate

            

 Services | Press Setup Window | Difficulty Table (Diff. Table)

setup Waste 
per plate

setup Waste 
per plate
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Default Plate
You may assign a default plate to a press or you may leave the field blank.

            

 Services | Press Setup Window

If a Default Plate is Assigned to a Press:

            

 Services | Press Setup Window

Printer’s Plan automatically assigns the default plate of the press to an Item in the calculated 
quantity. You may then replace the default plate with another one or change its quantity.

If No Default Plate is Assigned to a Press:

            

Printer’s Plan does not add a Plate to the Item. You must manually add it in the Item Specs 
window and assign its quantity.

note: you may also use this option for digital printers which you may want to set up in the 
“offset” category since digital printers do not use plates.
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About the “--- Not Used ---“ Option in the Quantity Field

            

 Services | Plate Setup Window

If you select the “--- not used ---” option in the Quantity field of a Plate, Printer’s Plan will not 
add press setup time for this plate.

 eXaMPLe oF WHen to uSe a “--- not uSeD ---“ PLate:

 assume you are running a 2-sided job, 1-up, and one color each side. printer’s plan   
 assumes that the front and back side images are different from each other and   
 requires two plates for these specifications. however, if both sides of the sheet will   
 be the same image, the job needs only one plate. replacing one of the assigned   
 plates with the “---not used---“ plate allows you to  meet both printer’s plan’s   
 and your requirements.

If you do not want Printer’s Plan to add cost and price for this plate, select the “No Cost/No 
Price” option in the Cost field of the Plate setup window.
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 Services | Plate Setup Window

Viewing the Setup Time and Setup Waste Calculated  
in an Item

You can see the Press setup time and Setup Waste calculated in an Item by opening the “Edit 
Costs” window of the Item and viewing the “Quantity Detail” of the Press and Paper.

                                                                                                 Jobs | Job Window | Edit Costs Window

highlight press or 
paper and then CliCk 
Quantity Detail.
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 Quantity Detail Window of the Press

            

 Quantity Detail Window of the Paper 

press setup time

paper setup Waste


